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From the Committee
After Kimbra Taylor’s popular and successful Watercolour Portraits
workshop, the focus became Splash + Ceramicus 2019, our joint
exhibition with the Wellington Potters’ Association where over 300
watercolours and 130 ceramic pieces were on show.

Welcome to our new members:

This year we had less time to set the exhibition up but a solid effort
from the team, aided by two hangers provided by the Academy,
resulted in our having the show hung in two days, ready for the
opening – a most enjoyable evening of art, music, food and wine.

Alison Hunt, Mangawai

Guest artist Min Kim’s vibrant, colourful paintings provided a stunning
centrepiece. Min’s demonstration on the first Saturday of the show
attracted a large, appreciative audience.
Several of our regular visitors declared that the standard was the
highest yet. A number of artists were exhibiting with us for the first
time, notable among them Don McAra, Vicky Wang, Bianca Scrimgeour,
Susie Millichamp, Kasia Wiercinska, Raewyn Harris, young Christchurch
artist Caroline Kelly, who took out one of the five Merit Awards, and
Emily Bergman, who won the award for Best Painting by a Junior Artist.
The combination of watercolours and ceramics again proved a popular
drawcard. Splash + Ceramicus has firmly established itself as one of the
highlights of the Wellington Visual Arts Calendar. As usual, the show
was very well attended, attracting 4,000 visitors over its 16 day season.
At a time when people have commented that the art market is difficult
we managed to sell 67 paintings with a total value of $38,928 – a very
successful outcome.
Thanks are due to you, the artists – we hope you will continue to send
us your best work; to Alfred Memelink and Inga Clemens for their
work on publicity; to Sue Wild for organising the troops; to members
who travelled to Wellington to help our hard-working team of locals:
Bernadette and Chris Parsons from Mercer who helped with layout and
hanging, Judy Prictor from Rotorua who took a turn minding, Michael
and Judy Barker from Te Aroha and Pete James from Blenheim who
toiled on courier packing, and to all those others who volunteered
their services to assist with the set up and pack out, demonstrating and
minding. We’re grateful for your help – we couldn’t do it without you.

Committee, Watercolour New Zealand Inc.

National society for watercolour artists
President: Pending appointment
Vice President: Sue Wild info@watercolournewzealand.nz 04 5267304
Newsletter Editor: Sue Wild info@watercolournewzealand.nz
Treasurer: Jill Hartstonge jillhartstonge@xtra.co.nz 04 5676938

We welcome new members
Annual subscription: Member: $40 Couple: $50 Student (enrolled): $15
Membership includes our quarterly newsletter, workshops, social activities,
exhibition, discounts at art stores.
To join please go to www.watercolournewzealand.nz – Membership page.
Complete the online form. Alternatively, post your cheque with name,
address, phone numbers and email on the reverse side to: Membership,
Watercolour New Zealand, PO Box 33088, Petone, Lower Hutt 5046.
Watercolour New Zealand Bank Account: 01-0607-0026637-00
To be listed in the Artist Directory on our website: go to www.
watercolournewzealand.nz – Membership – Join Directory – select a profile
type. Set-up cost is $10, $25 or $50. Then contact the Treasurer (above).

Your newsletter contribution is welcome
This newsletter aims to inform and encourage members by including articles
on all facets of the art of watercolour. Your contributions and suggestions will
be welcomed.
Please email the editor – see above.

Margaret Janet Taylor, Wellington
Stanley Foote, Feilding
Susie Millichamp, Ashburton
Kay Latham, Levin
Stephanie Buck, Richmond
Caroline Kelly, Christchurch
Isabella Muollo, Wellington
Fletcher O’Hagan, Wellington
Raewyn Harris, Napier
Liam Stanford, Upper Hutt
Kath Wood, Wellington
Kasia Wiercinska, Christchurch
Bianca Scrimgeour, Christchurch
Suzanne Luis Palmer, Auckland
Peter Bygraves, Wellington
Jean Bygraves, Wellington

Roger Daniell – Supreme Award Winner
The winning painting, The Salt Marsh Meadow and Mont Saint
Michel, is featured on the front page.
We are delighted that Roger has won this award. He was
president of the society from 1991–93 when it was the
Wellington Society of Watercolour Artists. He has contributed
paintings to the Splash exhibition each year.
Congratulations, Roger.

W

hen I heard that another former president of
Watercolour New Zealand, well-known painter Vivian
Manthel-French, would also be in the UK in August, I
suggested we undertake a joint painting expedition – and
why not make it a few days in Brittany? A picturesque corner
of France painted by Monet/Gaugin, not forgetting our own
Sydney Thompson and Frances Hodgkins.
We stayed near St Malo at a delightfully idiosyncratic
Splash opening: Roger Daniell and patron Adrienne Pavelka
chambres d’hôtes, le Manoir de Blanche Roche, loved the
walled granite port of St Malo with its ancient fort, colourful gardens, children’s carousel and
vast cream-coloured beaches. As for those delicious Breton crêpes – we seemed to encounter
yet another crêperie around every corner.
On our second day we drove half an hour into nearby Normandy to visit the fairy-tale offshore
island of Mont-Saint-Michel, a World Heritage Site. Having parked our car in one of the 4000
parking places (discreetly hidden by 40,000 strategically planted trees!) we started our trek
along the access road. Within minutes we had our first sighting of the Mount, still a good mile
away, beyond a typical Normandy farm homestead with its grey roof and dormer windows. A
truly jaw-dropping sight. Delighted, we scrambled over a stop-bank into a meadow that Monet
would have loved: burnt-gold, laced with the white flower-heads of wild chervil (chevreuil
sauvage cow-parsley/Queen Anne’s lace). These first impressions were recorded with vigorous
chalk pastels for colours, a fun if messy business, backed up by a photo on my iPad. When closer
to the foot of the Mount, I used pen and ink to familiarise myself with the detail.
The final watercolour was completed in my home studio, with the preliminary sketches in
pastel and pen for reference along with the iPad screen. I needed to do full justice to a powerful
image, so chose a full sheet of Arches 640gsm rough along with my usual W&N watercolours.
Brush – a no. 12 sable with a rigger for detail. For composition I made use of the grassed-over
ditch alongside the stop bank to lead the eye into the middle distance. This ended up well to
the left but I was able to balance this with a left-to-right cloud movement. (Brittany receives
westerlies straight off the Atlantic, just like we do from the Tasman Sea.) I liked the way this
framed the trees, farm buildings and beyond, the Mount, as if arranged along the shaft of an
arrow. I particularly enjoyed recording those coastal
trees – they could only be French and a change
from our macrocarpas and pines! The original pastel,
eventually discarded, helped me remember the
colour and energy of the wild plants in the meadow,
and I planned in advance to indicate the white heads
of the cow-parsley by resorting to masking fluid – not
something I use very often.

Mont Saint Michel pen and ink

As for framing, I asked expert Warren Ixer of
Waikanae to follow a technique used by the late John
Drawbridge: “floating” the paper so that the natural
edge showed, with an internal fillet frame and mat
to keep the glass clear of the paper. Expensive but I
wanted to give the painting more “presence” and for
good measure Warren suggested I use 70% UV glass
to reduce fading and increase clarity.
Footnote: the French love the flavour of lamb raised
on these salt marshes, or so we were told. We didn’t
see a single sheep! Perhaps the flavour comes from
the chervil, which, after all, is an essential component
of “aux fines herbes”. And of course, those discerning
French also claim to savour the hint of thyme that
they detect in lamb raised on the tough hills of
Provence.
Roger Daniell
www.watercolournewzealand.nz

Two past presidents relax at le Manoir de Blanche Roche
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Jacky: Watercolour on 640gsm Indian cotton rag. 75x35cm (half
sheet). George, the subject, is an amazing boat builder who
restores vintage boats which all seem to have had interesting
lives before becoming wrecks. He has his yard on a beautiful piece
of land north of Matakana. Unfortunately, his yard is in danger
from the local council who want the spit he is located on for
housing. The old shed is wonderful and important work is going
on. I felt passionate about George's story. I stood in the wet sand
at low tide early one morning with my jeans rolled up painting
with bare feet in the middle of winter. He was a very shy sitter
but caught this picture of him relaxed with his cat. Often it is a
fleeting moment, which captures a feeling. I always like seeing
strong light on a subject so I can push all the contrasts I can: the
light against dark shadow, cool against warm, dull against bright
and soft against hard edges. The main thing in the technique is
many, many layered washes, lifting paint with a flat brush and
reapplying over and over again until the layers build up and each
layer reflects through the last.

Watercolour New Zealand Merit Awards
Caroline: I was a self-taught artist from a very young age, I have
always felt a deep love for art and wanted to know everything
I could. In the last 4 years I have been drawing with coloured
pencils, learning how to finely blend 30-50 layers of coloured
pencil to create drawing. I did “The Letter” first as a coloured
pencil drawing, it took 134 hours to complete & was roughly an
A4 sized drawing. Now, since learning classical art and the value
of tone I was able to do a double sized watercolour painting in
3 days. When I took the photo of “The Letter” I was expecting to
just take a photo of the building, but when I got there a lady was
sitting in front of the door drawing the spiraled columns. The
whole scene looked and felt as if it was a painting set up just for
me. It is to this day one of my favourite photos and moments.
Since the beginning of 2019 I have had the honour of being
taught classical art under Min Kim. I am lucky enough to learn
from such an inspiring, talented artist. She has been teaching me
classical drawing, classical oil painting and classical watercolour.
She has taught me how to capture light, the essence of a subject
and the importance of tone. I have always had a very deep
connection with art and now through being classically trained
I feel a sense of peace and an even closer connection to the
incredible and beautiful world of art.

A Man and His Cat by Jacky Pearson

Michael: The painting is a reflection on the beauty of nature, in
this case a quiet forgotten corner of King Country wilderness,
though it could well be any back garden. As beautiful as nature
is, it also has a spiritual dimension as flora and fauna interact
and connect according to unwritten laws. It also attempts to
suggest the idea of guardianship or kaitiakitanga, and the need to
protect nature to preserve it. Finally it is a tribute to great British
watercolour illustrators such as Arthur Rackham and Alan Lee
whose reflections on the spirituality of nature continue to inspire
us and in whose debt as artists we will remain forever.

The Letter by Caroline Kelly

Kimbra: I’m really delighted to receive this award and share a
little about ‘Tui Resonance.’ Currently painting native birds, I’ve
always had my eye on a Tui. I love the sudden flash of brilliant
blue amid the black as they perform their aerial acrobatics. I love
their intrepid enthusiasm for life, their power and their beautiful
iconic song.
The painting is A1, so I had to paint the top half upside
down because I couldn’t reach it on my desk. I washed in the
whole thing with the light blues (Schmincke cobalt and helio
turquoise) and then the head washes, beak and eye, using the
blues and the other two colours in my palette – Daniel Smith
burnt sienna and aureolin. As I continued down, I began to
develop a relationship with this remarkable creature. Keeping its
watchful eye on me, it would offer the odd comment – ‘hmmm,
are you sure you should be doing that?’ I actually began to ask
it for advice! The painting is taken from several photos and my
imagination so it wasn’t a straight forward copying process and
there were times when I felt challenged about how to proceed. It
was always right there with me.
Tui Resonance by Kimbra Taylor
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Watercolour New Zealand Inc.

Adrienne: Pre-planning the
subject, the composition and
colours is important for me. What
happens between brain and brush
connecting with the paper can be
another matter! “Karamea Lagoon”
is a very simple composition and
being familiar with this area on the
South Island’s West Coast, l was able
to eliminate the tidal debris and
severely simplify without losing
the integrity and atmosphere. l
used Cobalt Blue dark, Fiance blue,
Indigo, Raw Umber and a touch of
Dragon’s Blood. l think it’s the white
areas I have left and the horizontals
contrasting with the stormy sky
and soft foreground reflections that
seem to work.
www.watercolournewzealand.nz

Wild Things by Michael Barker

Karamea Lagoon by Adrienne Pavelka
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Patron’s Awards For Small Works
The Gordon Harris Award
For Innovation in Watercolour

Best Small Work
Pavithra: Poppy was a surprise present for a friend of a friend. She was the darling
of the family but could never wait to run around, carefree as a bird. But alas this
joy was short lived. Poor Poppy unexpectedly darted in front of a moving vehicle
and was run over. She sadly breathed her last shortly afterwards. The devastation
and grief was unreal to say the least. That is when my dear friend Pam decided to
commission a portrait of Poppy for her grieving parents and asked if I could do it.
The sadness of this tragedy moved me greatly and so I agreed. As I circumvented
the sparkle in those mischievous dark eyes and whittled away at the lost and found
edges of her curls, it felt as if I knew this cuddly little pup. Mind you, this was only
the draft but it fitted nicely into the only little frame I had and it met the criteria for
small paintings at Splash and so I hurriedly checked with Pam and submitted Poppy
for the exhibition. I’m sure she’ll be romping about chuffed when she finds out in
doggie heaven that her little mugshot won a prize at Splash!

Gordon: In the context of encouraging innovation in art, I believe
that the artist Kandinski once wrote: “A formula is a leather armchair”.
I agree with him. Not that I have anything against either formulae
or armchairs. I am a retired mathematician and educator and I spent
most of my working life with formulae and now, aged 85, I spend
many happy hours in a leather-bound lazyboy. I am awake for most of
them!
However, when I paint I want to innovate. This is, of course, a relative
term. I am most unlikely to be able to produce a work that is new to
the art world but it does need to be new to me.
Geometry has been a passion of mine since childhood and a focus
in my career. It continues to be a major feature in many of my more
successful paintings. In ‘Red Sail’ the obvious geometrical nature of
the boat is allowed to structure the background of both the sky and
the sea.
I am delighted with this award and I would like to thank Watercolour
New Zealand for their support over the years and Gordon Harris Ltd
for being such a great shop.

Poppy by Pavithra Devadatta

Small Work Merit Award
Jane: I love painting people ‘from behind’. I’m last in the walking group, watching
others ahead or I’m at the back of the sale yards, observing the activity on sale
days. Others know people by the face or the profile, but I know people by their
backs. I can read their idiosyncrasies - the way back muscles bunch or flex, the way
a person stands on one leg when relaxed. I have even painted someone from a
rear-view photo and then recognised the real person walking down the street in
front of me.
Red Sail by Gordon Knight

Bev was concentrating so hard, her shoulders were up, she was leaning in, and
totally involved.
It is a style I’ve painted off and on over the years and one I enjoy doing.

Our next Paintaway

Published every second month,
The New Zealand Artist Magazine is a magazine
focused on fine and visual artists all over
New Zealand.
We showcase what artists all nationwide
are doing with their art, their inspirations,
techniques and advice for younger artists.
Our key objective is to provide a forum that will
introduce New Zealand artists to the country at
large, to visitors, prospective customers, galleries
and the like. Our magazine is friendly, readable,
interesting, helpful, topical and relevant.
SUBSCRIBE AT
http://thenzartist.co.nz/subscribe.html
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AUTUMN PAINTAWAY
TO METHVEN
Friday 8 May – Wednesday 13 May 2020
You are invited to join a Watercolour New
Zealand Paintaway to Methven. We’ll have a long
weekend to paint, enjoy the scenery and each
other’s company. Paintaways are for everyone.
New painters will be supported by experienced
painters. Non-painters are welcome. Come and
make new friends.
Methven is a small town on the western edge
of the Canterbury plains. There are views to the
mountains – we hope with a touch of snow.
For further information email:
bookings@watercolournewzealand.nz
Subject line: Paintaway Methven

Watercolour New Zealand Inc.

Bev Painted Earnestly by Jane Smith

Small Work Merit Award
“Money can’t buy happiness but it can buy
icecream” Paige Lovelace
As a child, Kit Ong remembers being
fascinated by the form and colour apparent
in the buildings around him as he walked to
school in Malaysia. A unique fusion of art and
architecture is evident in this painting as it
juxtaposes form and colour with the essence of
a summer afternoon spent wandering along the
Wellington waterfront enjoying an ice cream in
the sun. Hazy blues and pinks depict the blur
of the vivid mystic moments that Kit sees as he
moves around a city.
Overall, this painting is a kaleidoscope of
Ice Cream Sundae City by Kit Ong
fragmented sorbet colours and architectural
renderings of a sun-sated city. Simple
brushstrokes are used to depict the essence of summer while calling on a warm, deep palette that includes raspberry, blueberry
and orange. Sun-baked whites unify these splashes of colour. The watercolour allows Kit to create rhythm and form as he evokes the
memory of places and scenes that are dear to him from both Malaysia and New Zealand.
www.watercolournewzealand.nz
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Min Kim
Guest Artist for Splash 2019

The French Art Shop People’s Choice Award

T

he French Art Shop has once again been very generous in supporting this award. A total of 1076 visitors completed voting slips.
Thanks to John Toft for taking the time to count the votes. Children, as well as adults, take pleasure in deciding which two paintings
they like best. This makes the award especially important. Artists pay attention to the subjects and styles of the works chosen by the
people.
1.
2.
3.
4=
4=

The Letter by Caroline Kelly (83 votes) – featured in the merit awards.
A Hint of the Hive by Dianne Taylor (61 votes)
A Man and His Cat by Jacky Pearson (55 votes) – featured in the merit awards.
Karamea Lagoon by Adrienne Pavelka (50 votes) – featured in the merit awards.
Tui Resonance by Kimbra Taylor (50 votes) – featured in the merit awards.

Min’s demo final

Min Kim describes her technique:

Gordon Harris Award
For Best Painting by a Junior Artist (Under 18 years)
Artist: Emily Bergman

M
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hristchurch artist, Min Kim, has been
a wonderful guest artist for Splash
2019. She sent a display of ten paintings
which made such an inviting spectacle that
people passing the Gallery were drawn in
to investigate. The subjects varied: birds,
musicians, Italian scenes and more, all in
glorious colours.
Here, we follow her painting demonstration
before an engrossed crowd.

A Hint of the Hive by Dianne Taylor
Dianne: This work was painted with a fairly
monotone palette. Apart from the yellow
and a hint of red, the painting is grey,
giving a moodiness to the wet Wellington
scene. I particularly like the composition
with a tiny piece of the Beehive showing.
This is the view looking west from the
wharves. The colours for the grey were
Raw Sienna, Magenta and Ultramarine
Blue. Apart from the buildings at the left
and right foreground, plus one or two cars
and the brolly, the whole painting was
covered with an initial wash of pale grey.
I built up from there, grey on grey. The
reflections are a lot easier than they look.
The pigment can be let loose to blend and
flow. Reflections don't need to be perfect.
I added just a few sharp details to finish
off. Very little dark paint has been used,
so adding the reds and yellows lifted the
work from what might have been a rather
dull painting.

y art piece Dutch Sunset was
inspired by a photo of a sunset in
the Netherlands taken by a Great Aunt
I met when I was in the Netherlands.
Recently my focus with painting has
been complex sunsets and layering
different colours without the colours blending. This piece
has many layers making up the clouds to give them a soft
cloud-like look. I have learned these techniques on my
own, developing them over time; but my introduction
and knowledge comes from Alfred Memelink. I have
been attending his classes for about 3–4 years and I have
come a long way with his support and kindness. My first
paintings were lacking in movement and feeling, which
are the two main things that I believe make a good
painting. For younger artists I think the key to improving
is to keep painting, even when you are unmotivated or
not in the mood, just keep painting because with every
piece you will become a better artist.

C

Dutch Sunset by Emily Bergman

“I have visited Wellington many times for
exhibitions and workshops. Whenever
I am reminded of Wellington, I think of
this building first. This Victorian style
building, Old Bank Arcade, always holds my
attention. In this painting I tried to capture
the vibrant energy of Wellington through
active brush work and fresh colours.
Working on an easel helps coordinate the
movement of my paint and the time it
takes each layer to dry. I use wet-into-wet
paint application and dry brush strokes
however a lot of work is done at a point
somewhere in-between. I try to not move
the paint too much once I have placed it
onto the paper as this looks the brightest
once dry. Another method I use is lifting
the paint out with a brush or rag in areas
for a softer glowing effect. This often helps
highlights and focal points in the painting.
I use the brand Migello Gold and Shinhan
Watercolor from South Korea which I have
used since I studied art from a young age.
This brand is special to my paintings as I
feel they are strongly pigmented giving my
paintings a recognizable depth of colour.
I favour complementary colours and
variety in tone to help make compositions
pleasing to the eye. I have painted since I
was 5 years old, learning from my father
who was a professional artist. So … my
watercolour love has spanned more than
35 years. I enjoy my mistakes more now
and look forward to happy accidents in
painting rather than worry or plan.”
Thank you Min, we all enjoyed having you
at Splash.

Watercolour New Zealand Inc.

www.watercolournewzealand.nz
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A New Competition For Summer Painting
Winsor & Newton NZ
Summer Watercolour Competition 2020

In the March newsletter we always publish summer holiday paintings. Winsor & Newton NZ have offered prizes,
so we are instituting the Summer Competition. The winning work will grace the front of the March newsletter.
Paintings will be exhibited on our website and Facebook page. A panel of judges will award three prizes:

Winsor & Newton Art Supplies
1st – valued at $300 2nd – valued at $150 3rd - valued at $75

Rules
Watercolours and ceramics – perfect partners

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sharing The Gallery
By Sue Wild

•

To enter:

S

plash and Ceramicus share the beautiful Academy Gallery. Splash,
the exhibition of watercolours, cohabits with Ceramicus, the
exhibition of ceramic arts by Wellington Potters’ Association. It’s a
perfect partnership. Each enhances the other. Each would be lost
without the other. Visitors have double the visual pleasure. The two
societies share the rental of the venue. We share a sales table at the
exhibition entrance and our minders enjoy chatting about their
disciplines and media.

Entry is open to current members of Watercolour New Zealand Inc. residing in New Zealand
One entry per member
Theme: “Summer in New Zealand”
The entry must be the original work of the member; must not be copied from another person’s painting
or photograph
Entries must have been completed within the last 3 months
Entries exhibited in any other public or online exhibition are eligible
Digital images must be of publishable quality; approx. size 500Kb.
Entries may be used for promotion of Watercolour New Zealand and/or Winsor & Newton New Zealand
Entries close midnight 31 January 2020
The decision of the judges is final and no correspondence will be entered into

Choose your best summer painting.
Make a digital image of the painting only, with no mat or frame.
Name the image in this format: “Family holiday by Ashley Wood”.
Email: Subject line: “Summer competition”. Email to info@watercolournewzealand.nz

The competition is managed by Watercolour New Zealand. We wish to thank Winsor & Newton NZ for their sponsorship.

And so, I was party to an unusual sale.

A Ceramicus Tale

A slender stylish young woman wished to make a purchase. I
followed her down the gallery to find it was a ceramic that had
caught her eye – a lovely table light in human body shape. The
creator, Karla Marie, happened to be there to make the sale herself.
The buyer was taking the piece overseas. She explained that she is
Ukranian, living in Bahrain. Then, much to our delight, we discovered
A potter and a watercolourist come face-to-face
that she is world champion belly dancer, Kataryna Siham with 12,700
followers on Instagram. As well as the purchase, Kataryna suggested that Karla might create a similar piece based on her dancing body
shape.
Karla splits the body shape in half to highlight the potter’s hollowing-out process which reduces the likelihood of breakage during
firing. The joiners are sterling silver jewellers’ wire. An LED light is recessed into the New Zealand native pine stand. Congratulations on
your international sale, Karla.

The Technique of a Master

Phil Dickson has been a revered artist member of Watercolour
New Zealand “for ever”. He is always in the first echelon of
workers for an exhibition set-up, demonstrates his painting
style during the show, takes a slot or three on the minding
roster and is there on pack-down day working with the team.
For Splash 2019, he developed a new appliance of the sort that
only a master can invent. You may think removing the hanging
nails is simple, but there are specific requirements aimed at
minimising damage to the wall and the remediation effort: the
nails must be removed at the angle they were nailed in; there
should be no hammer dents; nails should not fall on the floor
where they will damage the surface under foot traffic. Phil
invented an all-in-one solution, pictured here.
He may be applying for a patent.
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Expert innovation.
New Cadmium-Free Water Colours.

Jewel-like vibrancy.
New Professional Water Colours.

Formulated by chemists and approved by artists, these new
paints deliver the same cadmium colour strength, vibrancy,
transparency and lightfastness, but without the cadmium.
Providing you an innovative and uncompromising alternative.

Aqua Green, Cobalt Green Deep, Smalt Dumont’s Blue,
Quinacridone Violet and Transparent Orange - each jewel-like
colour has been carefully formulated with the purest pigments
to provide unrivalled brilliance, transparency and lightfastness.

Expert colour. Endless possibilities.

Expert colour. Endless possibilities.

LIMITED
OFFER

Get one of 30 W&N Professional Watercolour
Cadmium Free Colours Dot Cards

Email “CAD FREE” and your name and address to info@jasco.co.nz

LIMITED
OFFER

Get one of 30 W&N Professional Watercolour
Jewel Colours Dot Cards

Email “JEWEL” and your name and address to info@jasco.co.nz

winsornewton.com

Watercolour New Zealand Inc.

www.watercolournewzealand.nz
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ENCOUNTERS WITH NUGENT

At The Academy

By Claire Clark

I

Nugent Welch by Mary Elizabeth
Tripe – Wellington Art Club

always pause in the hallway of the Wellington Art Club to admire this portrait of Nugent Welch
by Mary Elizabeth Tripe. Nugent has a benign, friendly air. His composure keeps a lid on his
mannerisms, stature, passion for painting en plein air and his recognition as one of New Zealand’s
esteemed landscape painters. His legacy for Wellingtonians was helping steer to good fortunes the
New Zealand Academy of Fine Arts, Wellington Art Club, and Pumpkin Cottage and a glorious array
of watercolours of the Wellington region exhibited at the Academy from 1904–1967. His legacy
for the history of New Zealand is a sombre collection of compelling WW1 battlefield art works and
helping establish and serve on the management committee of the National Art Gallery in Buckle
Street from 1936–1964. His achievements were recognised in the 1949 King's Birthday Honours
when Nugent Herrmann Welch of Wellington was made an Officer of the Order of the British
Empire for valuable services in the field of art in New Zealand. I have turned to photos, portraits,
and reminiscences to understand why Nugent is so fondly remembered by artists who knew him.
A formal biography on Nugent Welch by Tony Mackle can be read at https://teara.govt.nz/en/
biographies/4w12/welch-nugent-herrmann

‘Nooge’

Portrait of a Century

While the New Zealand government knew nothing
about Nugent’s assignment in 1918 as New Zealand’s
first official war artist until months after the fact, he
was quickly “joined by other official soldier-artists
to form the New Zealand War Artists’ Section.”
These included cartoonists Sergeant Ernest Heber
Thompson and Bombardier Percy Gower Reid whose
military caricatures included those of their mate
‘Nooge’. Nugent was over 6 foot tall and to them he
was all long legs bending like a banana. Compare
George Finey’s cartoon, drawn from memory in 1928,
with the photo of Nugent taken in 1934 (see below).
He has nailed Nugent’s posture of crossing his arms
and adopting a lean to the right!

Evening Post 20 September 1937

Nugent’s friendship with the Mauchops was important. Ann would drive Bill and Nugent on trips into the Wairarapa or further afield to
paint. Nugent didn’t drive so his other painting forays were limited to where he could reach by public transport or could walk to.

Terawhiti
If there is anywhere in New Zealand that Nugent’s spirit
still lives on it is around the south Wellington coast, in
particular Terawhiti. In 1969, the year before his death
he wrote “What wonderful country for the tramper, and
speaking from the stand point of a painter I never found a
stretch of coast line to surpass it.” Tony Mackle understood
Nugent’s love of the outdoors and observed that the
“countless changing patterns of sky, sea and land fired
Nugent Welch's imagination”. In the photos Nugent is
wearing shorts at a camp near Cape Palliser Lighthouse in
1934 and sketching at Terawhiti in the 1950s.

Left to right:
Nugent by Ernest Heber Thompson 1919 Te Papa
Collection 1958-0010-1; Gift of Ernest W. Hunt, 1958
Drawing by George Finey published in Art in New
Zealand Vol 1, No 1, September 1928

Left: Martin, H, active 1934. F C Burgess, G S Evatt and
Nugent Welch, at their camp near Cape Palliser lighthouse.
Ref: 1/2-137592-F. Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington,
New Zealand. /records/22659604

Nooge (A Caricature of Lance Corporal Nugent Welch)
by Percy Gower Reid. Provenance: Ex. The McGregor
Wright Gallery Collection

Right: Nugent sketching at Terawhiti as photographed by
Frank Fitzgerald 1950s https://viviennemorrell.wordpress.
com/2015/02/10/terawhiti-wellingtons-south-west-coast/

Electric Purple
In 2014 Archives New Zealand staff had an air of
reverence as they placed folios of Nugent’s WW1
watercolours before me. I was selecting works for
reproduction for the 2015 exhibition of WW1 in
watercolours at Splash. Nugent’s palette ranged from
dismal greys and blues, pale yellows and browns
through to pinkish tones as he recorded scenes of
ruined towns, tanks and trucks and expressed the
desolation of empty roads and fields. One painting
stunned me. For the backdrop of the New Zealand
Divisional open-air theatre at Authie he used an
electric purple which is still glowing after 100
years. While breath-taking it also caused me much
heartache as I sat with printers trying to colour
match the painting for its 1:1 reproduction.

Nugent’s Cave
According to Alan Collins
not just did Nugent not wear
glasses, nor wear a hat when
painting but he was often
known to paint in the nude
(or as Alan more politely puts
it 'sans clothes'). So when
Nugent found a rock cave
on Wellington’s south coast
that could be made liveable
its whereabouts were kept
secret. From the 1930s
Nugent walked for 3 hours
around the cost to reach
the cave, stay overnight and
paint by day.

New Zealand Divisional open-air theatre, Authie, c.1918,
Archives New Zealand Ref: AAAC 898 NCWA 412
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Watercolourist Alan Collins’s Auntie Ann was married to Bill Mauchop the President of the New Zealand Academy of Fine Arts. Alan
commenced visiting the Academy in 1934, aged 8 years, in the company of his grandfather. He was drawn to the works of Nugent
Welch, idolised him and has always said that he could recognise ‘a Nugent’ from 100 paces. Nugent had his first painting selected
for exhibition at the Academy in 1904 and in 1907 aged 26 he became a fulltime artist. On his return to Wellington, post war, he was
elected to the Academy Council serving from 1919–1928 and 1932–1948. As a Councillor he participated in the selection of works for
exhibition. In both photos he is the tall man, back right, leaning forward for a closer inspection of paintings submitted for exhibitions in
the Academy’s Whitmore Street gallery in 1928 (left) and at the National Art Gallery in 1937 (right).

Watercolour New Zealand Inc.

www.watercolournewzealand.nz

Above: Cave Bay, Wellington. Pascoe,
John Dobree, 1908-1972: Photographic
albums, prints and negatives. Ref:
PAColl-5926-36. Alexander Turnbull
Library, Wellington, New Zealand. /
records/22676027

Left: Unidentified man at the cave used by artist Nugent
Welch, Oteranga Bay, Terawhiti Station, Wellington. Ref:
1/2-059065-F. Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington, New
Zealand. /records/22762860
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Watercolourist Jacky Pearson and her
husband Tony have regularly visited
the south Wellington Coast and would
call in to ‘Nugent’s Cave’ located at
Oteranga Bay on Cape Terawhiti. They
describe the atmosphere as magical
and it feels as if he has just left. The
cave is furnished with a pipe that
gathers water from above, fireplaces
are built at both ends as lighting a fire
would be determined by which way
the smoke was blowing, a wooden
platform and bench and pots and pans.

To book a workshop or request further information:
Email: bookings@watercolournewzealand.nz

WORKSHOPS
Class 2020/1

WEEKEND WORKSHOP

POWER OF TONE
Tutor:
Dates:
Times:
Venue:
Class level:
Student fee:

Left: Nugent’s Cave Watercolour by John
Magurk – Wellington Art Club
Right: Jacky and Tony Pearson
visiting Nugent’s cave
Photograph by Sue Wild 2010

The Spy In Black
In 1940, it was wartime and 14 year old Alan Collins, living at Eastbourne, was on alert and noticed everything that happened. One day
he saw a very tall man wearing a black overcoat, black trousers, black shiny shoes and a tall black hat standing on the beach facing Fort
Dorset and writing notes. “He’s a bloody spy” he thought. Alan, (who is short), sauntered over and strolled behind the man trying to
see over his shoulder. The man closed his book and tucked it into his pocket and waited for Alan to go past. Back home Alan rang the
exchange and asked for “Police, Mr Squires please”. He urged Mr Squires to come quickly before the spy escaped. Half an hour later Mr
Squires arrived on his bicycle, took off his bicycle clips and proceeded to the beach. Alan stood well back in case shooting broke out.
Mr Squires approached the spy in black, put out his hand, and said “Hello Nugent”. Then he inspected Nugent’s notes on clouds and
colours. Alan nearly died of shame. It was another 6 or so years before Alan had the opportunity to sit and talk with Nugent. They would
both be attending parties at 222 The Terrace at the Wauchops’ home. Alan and Nugent would sit on the stairs with a beer in hand talking about art. Alan never owned up that he had called the police.

Min Kim – Guest artist for Splash 2019
28-29 March 2020
9.30am–5 pm
Karori Arts Centre, 7 Beauchamp Street, Karori, Wellington
Any level
$180

Min: I will teach the ideal brush work to give a painting clear tone. I think tone is the main bone
in the painting. It creates space, form and mood. With this important basic concept you will learn
how to complete the painting step-by-step from a tea tone to a deep dark tone. I always feel delicate freedom and connection with nature when I work with watercolour. It is the perfect medium
to capture my fresh impression in life.

The Man In A Brown Hat
Judith McDougall lived with her grandmother at 42 Wright Street in Mt Cook,
Wellington. When she was very little in the early 1940s she began to notice the Man
in a Brown Hat. He walked out of the driveway of 38 Wright Street every day at about
8am and walked back up the street at 4.30pm. He always wore a dark brown suit
and a very worn brown hat that had a wide wavy brim and high crown. The man was
very tall, had very long legs and walked slowly taking big strides. He always lifted
his hat with his forefingers and said “Hello”. Judith continued to live in Wright Street
until 1950 and observed that their neighbour Nugent Welch was a very private man
who lived with his sister. He always walked alone, was engaging to talk to, and gentle
and well mannered. Judith knew Nugent didn’t drive and often wondered where he
went to all day. From Tony Mackle’s biography we learn that Nugent had a studio in
Boulcott Street which he could walk to from Mt Cook. Judith’s memories of a brown
suit and brown hat are enshrined forever in Victor Mitchell’s portrait of Nugent
completed in 1957.

Review of weekend workshop

PERSPECTIVE tutored by Charlotte Hird
The Queen of Perspective

A

bout thirteen eager watercolourists congregated at Charlotte Hird’s two day workshop to take this Perspective bull by the horns
and succeed we did! Charlotte had a great set up using a camera projector for the class to view and follow her demos. We systematically worked out the spatial depth from 1 to 3 point perspective, smoothly sailing from converging railway lines to 27th storey hotel
balconies. We did cylinders, telegraph poles, arches, bicycles, buildings, people, trees, cars, interiors and wine glasses. The secret of
drawing a straight line free hand is to put down point A and without lifting your hand to focus on point B. Then without taking your
eyes off point B, stretch your point from point A to reach point B. Try it, it really works with a little practice and is great fun taking that
leap of faith on paper. Gradually increase the speed of the stroke and watch it get straighter and straighter. Charlotte has been teaching architectural drawing to students at Wuhan University, China and has published a book of her paintings. A Perspective Refresher
workshop from time to time would be great to keep this valuable skill well oiled.

Mitchell, Victor Leonard William, 1925-1980. Portrait of Nugent Welch, OBE, painted by
Leonard Mitchell. Evening post (Newspaper. 1865-2002) :Photographic negatives and
prints of the Evening Post newspaper. Ref: EP/1957/2541-F. Alexander Turnbull Library,
Wellington, New Zealand. /records/22814866

Report by Pavithra Devadatta
We will run a follow-up workshop on perspective with Charlotte in 2020.

Return To Terawhiti
When Nugent passed away in July 1970 his friends returned to Terawhiti to
spread his ashes across the waves and the wind of his Oteranga Bay.
Calm morning, Terawhiti, 1920s, New Zealand, by Nugent Welch. Gift of the New
Zealand Academy of Fine Arts, 1951. © Te Papa. CC BY-NC-ND 4.0. Te Papa
(1951-0006-1)
Sources:
https://teara.govt.nz/en/biographies/4w12/welch-nugent-herrmann
https://nzhistory.govt.nz/war/first-world-war-art/official-war-art
Portrait of a century The history of the N.Z. Academy of Fine Arts 1882 - 1982 by
Robin Kay and Tony Eden
https://www.artrecord.com/index.cfm/artist/17717-reid-percy-gower
Letter of 28 Nov 1969; copy on Te Papa library artist file on Nugent Welch
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Watercolour New Zealand Inc.

KARORI ARTS AND CRAFTS – CLASSES FOR TERM 1 2020
Daytime Watercolour Painting

With Robyn Eastgate-Manning (suitable for those with some experience).
Tuesdays 4 Feb to 24 March 9.30am–12.30. Cost: $185 inc annual membership

Or Evening Watercolour Painting With Robyn. Suitable for beginners.
Wednesdays 5 Feb to Apr 7-9pm. Cost: $200 inc annual membership
Daytime Drawing

(Suitable for all levels) with Makara Artist Helen Casey.
Monday 3 Feb to 23 March 1–3pm. Cost: $185 inc annual membership

Further details/enrol online at www.kacc.org.nz or email info@kacc.org
www.watercolournewzealand.nz
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Outdoor Painting Groups

Splash workers en plein air

WELLINGTON GROUP 10:00am
Followed by coffee at a nearby café
Sunday 15 Dec
Scorching Bay Beach, Karaka Bay Road
Sunday 19 January

Royal Port Nicholson Yacht Club, Oriental Parade,
Oriental Bay
Sunday 16 February Lady Norwood Rose Garden, Botanic Gardens, Kelburn

KAPITI GROUP 10:00am
Followed by lunch at a local café
Coordinator: Audrey Moore (04) 904 6382
12 January Otaki River mouth area (south end of Marine Parade, Otaki Beach)
9 February

Shirley Sutton’s garden, 43 Tui Crescent, Waikanae

8 March

Eppie Murton’s garden & studio, 111 Ngatiawa Road, Reikorangi. Across railway line at Waikanae (Elizabeth St)

OTHER DATES for your Diary
31 January

Entries for the Summer Competition close at midnight

Sunday 8 March Watercolour New Zealand AGM: 2pm at Karori Arts Centre, Karori, Wellington
March 2020

The Watercolour Society of Western Australia is celebrating 40 years. Events start on 13 March and
include an international exhibition, plein air competition, demonstrations, workshops, celebration dinner.
For further details: bookings@watercolournewzealand.nz Subject line: Western Australia Society

28 & 29 March

Weekend workshop with Min Kim – details on page 15

8 May–13 May

Paintaway to Methven - Register interest at
bookings@watercolournewzealand.nz

Watercolour
New Zealand
Christmas Party
WHERE

At the Days Bay Pavilion Restaurant in
Williams Park opposite the Days Bay wharf

WHEN

11am on Saturday 7 December

BOOKING

Please email to:
bookings@watercolournewzealand. nz
with Christmas Party in the subject line. Tell
us how many you are booking for. We are
making a bulk booking at the restaurant.

Meet at 11am to avoid the rush!

